torgnon wildnature

Photo trekking

Nature photos

Introductory lessons to nature photography and
dedicated workshops offer opportunities to learn
about the mountains with guides who are experts
both of photography and of the natural environment.
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Details of the adventure

Piazza Frutaz, in the town centre.
Telephone: 0166.540.433
Fax: 0166.540.991
E-mail: info@torgnon.net

Photography beyond
the landscape

Opening hours:
Sun-Mon-Tue-Wed-Thurs: 9.00 am-12.30 pm
Fri-Sat: 9.00 am-12.30 pm / 3.00 pm-6.30 pm

www.torgnon.org

€ 90 per guide

all year
round

Families with children,
couples and small groups

1/2 day (4 hours)
or full day

for half a day
(groups of max. 12 people)

www.torgnon.org

Some tips to observe
animals in nature

Photos for all seasons
Every moment of the year is perfect to appreciate what the
Torgnon area offers enthusiasts of photography. Not only
landscapes but a challenge to try various techniques will
be perceived by keen eyes and lenses.

autumn pictures
The phenomenon of foliage, whose spectacular shows
include larch woods that turn from sparkling green
into bright yellow and deep orange, enhancing the
woodland slopes with warmth and unique enchantment.

Do not go too close

Seek a good
observation point

First study the habits
of the animals

Dress with warm clothes
that are not very colourful

Silence is precious

Do not touch or feed
the animals

Do not pick up anything

Do not use
decoying devices

Do not block
the path of animals

Be thankful
for what you see

the macro lens
Many dragonflies and other insects that populate
the fields and woods of Torgnon, like the flowers and
sprouts that, in spring, remind us that mountain trees
and shrubs are reawakening.

rural setting

Photo hunt
Several species of ungulates (deer, rock goat,
chamois, roe), birds (from predatory species to the
typical woodland bird life) and small mammals
(marmot, hare, ermine).

landscape
Suggestive views of the Cervino, the Tzan peak and
other more isolated natural elements that, however,
do not lack charm for this reason, like lake Tzan and
the natural reserve of Loditor.

Summer is especially the ideal time to approach the
world of mountain pastures to watch mountaindwellers at work and the quiet life of the red and
black-chestnut speckled bovines of Valle d’Aosta
that pasture on the slopes of the alpine prairies at
an altitude over 2,000 m. In some alpine pastures
you may also watch the processing of Fontina DOP
cheese (protected denomination of origin), which
is prepared with the unique rules and expertise the
mountain cheese producers are proud to possess.

Visit the dedicated page on the website
and discover all the details of the adventure

